A strong partner
by your side.
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DUO Li-Ion G5

No battery change
necessary – the lithium-ion
battery offers up to
19 hours of battery life.

Powerful and long-lasting
Equipped
with a lithium-ion battery, the DUO Li-Ion G5
provides you with lasting hearing comfort
with the best sound performance, with no
need to change batteries. Using Bluetooth®,
the hearing system can be wirelessly
connected with your smartphone, TV or HiFi
device. Even in complex hearing situations,
you don’t miss out on anything: the
G5 technology focuses on your main
conversation partner without completely
suppressing the surroundings.

Behind-the-ear hearing systems from
Audio Service.

Your best companion

Simple operation,
wide range of options.
Our comprehensive range
of behind-the-ear hearing
systems (BTE) offers the
appropriate support for
every hearing ability.
The high-performance
companions can be used in
a variety of ways. You can
select the type, color and
features according to your
preferences.

The functionalities described here depend on the model and Tech Level selected.
The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are the property of Bluetooth SIG Inc. Any use of such
marks by AS AUDIO-SERVICE GmbH is governed by a license agreement. Other designated
brand names and trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
iPhone is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and other countries.
Android is a registered trademark of Google Inc.

AS AUDIO-SERVICE GmbH
Alter Postweg 190
32584 Löhne – Germany
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BTE hearing systems
rest snugly behind the
concha, so they are very
comfortable to wear and
convenient to operate.

The new BTE
hearing systems.
With the latest
G5 technology.

Optimally connected
for maximum
hearing comfort.
With G5 hearing systems,
you perceive your
voice completely
naturally.

Discover the
comfortable accessories
and all features for
convenient customization.

Smart Key
The unobtrusive remote control for
straightforward setting of programs and
volume even without wireless functionality.
Smart Mic
The small Smart Mic enables audio streaming
from Android smartphones, among other
things.

Optimally connected
Thanks to intelligent
G5 technology, our BTE systems become
wireless high-tech headphones and thus ensure
a new feeling of freedom: Telephone calls, music
or GPS instructions are streamed directly from
the iPhone to your hearing system, while the
Smart Mic supports Android. The optional Smart
Transmitter 2,4 simply connects your G5 hearing
system to your TV or sound system with no
additional accessories.

G5 hearing systems
automatically adapt to
your noise situation.

Unrivaled sound experience
A wide
variety of sounds influence everyday hearing:
Environmental sounds on the street or wind
noise when riding a bicycle. Our G5 BTE hearing
systems enable you to hear easily even in noisy
environments. Even during a conversation, you
remain confident at all times: with our hearing
systems, you can easily concentrate on your
conversation partner, yet hear what is happening
in your surroundings.

Smart Remote app + Smart Direct app
The practical apps enable easy control of
default settings such as program selection and
volume via smartphone. You can also stream
music or telephone calls directly on the G5
hearing system via the Smart Direct app.

Pleasantly familiar
Life is full of surprises.
But especially in conversations with friends, the
familiar sound of your own voice should always
be the same for you. Our G5 BTE hearing
systems learn the tone of your voice and ensure
that you perceive it as pleasantly as possible. For
everyone who wants to enjoy hearing comfort
without the need to change batteries, we have
the DUO Li-Ion G5: The unique lithium-ion
battery offers you nearly unlimited possibilities
for shaping your everyday life.

Smart Transmitter
The optional Smart Transmitter 2,4 also
connects your G5 hearing system to your TV or
sound system easily and without any other
additional devices.

Our BTE hearing system range

XS G4

DUO Li-Ion G5

DUO G5

P G5

HP G4
NOW AT

Download the
Smart Direct app now

